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A Survey of Online
E-Banking Retail Initiatives
Customer demand is forcing banks to provide their services online.
There are two successful paths they can take: to grow, or to specialize
in providing localized services and information.
Both researchers and practitioners in the financial arena have trumpeted the need for
financial institutions to broaden their delivery systems by incorporating Internet technology and moving to the new e-banking paradigm. The Internet has already revolutionized the banking industry yet many banks, particularly in certain segments of the
industry, are not taking full advantage of available technology and are therefore falling
behind their competition [9].
Dewan and Seidmann [4] predicted the e-banking
revolution would lead to two classes of surviving
banks: very large banks and small niche ones. This
prediction was echoed by Holland and Westwood [6],
who also concluded that smaller banks could compete
by offering portals to the services offered by larger
banks. Wind [12] emphasized that banks should use
e-banking to focus on customer needs in order to gain
the strongest competitive advantage.
This study surveyed two different segments of
the U.S. retail banking industry to determine if differences existed between them in the utilization of
online Web-based technologies, or e-banking. With
the banking industry appearing to polarize into
very large banking organizations and smaller community banks that serve niche markets, it is important to determine in what ways each group of

banks is utilizing e-banking technology.
The use of large versus small banks was suggested
by the study done by Holland and Westwood [6], who
felt that smaller banks could develop a product-market
strategy to compete with large national banks through
the use of technology. This comparison was also suggested by Dewan and Seidmann [4], who noted how
the industry is polarizing, with very large banks and
small niche banks at either end of the spectrum.
A listing of the five largest banks in the U.S was
compiled based on information obtained through the
Web site of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). The five banks selected from the community banking sector were chosen randomly. The
Web sites of these 10 banks were then reviewed for
content and features. The Web features were classified
into five areas: informational, administrative, transac-
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tional, portal, and others. Informational
ing resources; ways to transI1 General Bank Information and History
The
informational
fer economic resources;
I2 Financial Education Information
area consists of general
methods of managing risk;
I3 Employment Information
I4 Interest Rate Quotes
bank information usually
price information; and
I5 Financial Calculators
I6
Current
Bank
and
Local
News
obtainable in print form
ways to handle incentive
at the bank, the “elec- Administrative
problems. Sannes [8] develA1 Account Information Access
tronic brochure,” conoped a model to explain
A2 Applications for Services
taining both background
how value creation and
A3 Personal Finance Software Applications
information
and
a Transactional
information exchange form
description of available
the concepts used in eT1 Account Transfer Capabilities
T2 Bill-pay Services
services. These features
banking. That article preT3 Corporate Services (e.g., Cash Management, Treasury)
do not require the bank
sented
three
major
T4 Online Insurance Services
T5 Online Brokerage Services
to provide interaction
functions—transaction, cusT6 Online Trust Services
with its internal network Portal
tomer service, and self-help.
and therefore have low
The customer service and
P1 Links to Financial Information
P2 Links to Community Information
complexity and low secuself-help areas were redeP3 Links to Local Businesses
rity requirements.
fined as informational and
P4 Links to Non-local Businesses (and/or Advertisers)
The administrative Others
administrative areas in our
area consists of features
study. Added to these three
O1 Wireless Capabilities
O2 Search Function
that allow bank cuswas the concept of the portomers to perform routal, introduced by Holland
Table 1. Generic list of and Westwood [6].
tine relational activities
Web site features.
such as obtaining account
A generic listing of features relating to each of these
balance information and ordering checks. These fea- areas was developed, as depicted in Table 1.
tures require a minimum of interaction with the
bank’s database and infrastructure. It also includes
features, such as mortgage calculators, that not only Results of the Study
provide additional information to the customers but Table 2 summarizes the features found on the Web
also allowed them to make better financial decisions. sites studied. All of the larger banks incorporated
The transactional area consists of features that every informational feature. All of the community
allow customers to actually conduct business through banks had general information, but the amount of
the Web site. These features require considerable additional content they supplied varied. In the
access to and interaction with the bank’s internal net- administrative category, all of the national bank Web
work and require a much higher level of security, since sites again contained all features identified. While all
these transactions potentially change the bank’s finan- but one of the community banks provided account
information online, only three provided access to or
cial statements.
The portal area includes features that link the cus- integration with personal financial software applicatomer, through the bank, to other Web sites of inter- tions, and none provided online applications.
For transactional features, the national bank Web
est. These sites could provide local information,
additional financial information, weather, stock mar- sites all contained transfer, bill-paying, and corporate
ket information, or other value-added information as services as well as online brokerage and trust services.
They varied on access to insurance services. All but
deemed appropriate by the bank.
The “others” area contains features that do not eas- one of the community banks featured account transily fit into the first four categories. These Web fea- fer capabilities, and most had bill-paying features.
tures were derived from past research. The framework Only one contained corporate services, and none had
by Crane and Bodie [2] looked at six core functions: any of the remaining services.
Almost all of the banks, both community and
methods of making payments; mechanisms for pool-
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national, contained links to additional financial how technologically advanced their competition has
information but, except for a simple link found on become. While community banks will never have the
one national bank, only the community banks pro- resources available that large banks enjoy, niche marvided portals to local information or other related kets still exist. Serving these markets through the use
Web sites of interest to
of the value-added feathe customer.
tures of portals that bind
Bank Name Informational Administrative Transactional Portal
Others
The national banks Large Bank 1 I1-6
the customer, the bank,
O1, O2
T1-6
A1-3
usually had an additional Large Bank 2 I1-6
and the community
O2
P1
T1-3, T5-6
A1-3
helpful feature, a search Large Bank 3 I1-6
together will form the
P1
T1-6
A1-3
function, not found on Large Bank 4 I1-6
competitive advantage
O1
P1, P2
T1-3, T5-6
A1-3
O1, O2
P1
T1-3, T5-6
A1-3
most of the community Large Bank 5 I1-6
they need to battle the
P2
bank Web sites. Coincid- Small Bank 1 I1, I4
large banks’ breadth of
P1, P2
T1, T3
A1
Small Bank 2 I1, I4, I5, I6
ing with these findings
services.
P1, P2, P4 O2
T1, T2
A1, A3
Bank 3 I1, I4, I6
was that the national Small
Although most banks
P1
T1, T2
A1, A3
Small Bank 4 I1-5
bank Web sites, in gen- Small Bank 5 I1-6
have
some type of Web
P2, P4
T1, T2
A1, A3
eral, appeared more clutsite, they typically use the
tered and confusing than those of the community Table 2. Web site
Internet primarily for
banks. This phenomenon is partly the result of the features provided.
marketing
purposes.
additional information and services provided by the
However, e-banking can
larger banks, but it makes the necessity of the search provide much more. First, by eliminating physical or
function readily apparent. Three of the national banks geographic boundaries, it enables the bank to have a
supported wireless access.
branch wherever a customer (or potential customer)
has a computer and a cell
Discussion
phone, even in the cab of the
The results indicate the
combine, without the expenses
Large
MegaBanks
smaller community banks
of facilities and labor. Second,
focused more on external
the bank can tailor products
portals, while the large
and services to individual
Niche
Bank
national banks focused on Size
needs, satisfying consumer
Banking
maximizing internal infordemand for mass-customizaArea of
mation
and
services.
tion. Third, self-service allows
Oblivion
Bundling of services was
customers to do more for
Small
much more important to the
themselves, providing greater
Full
Web
None
Partially
Local
larger banks. Smaller banks
satisfaction. It also means that
Bundled
Lobby
Bundled
Portal
Services
Brochure
Services
Access
concentrated on offering
the bank requires fewer
Web site usage/features
local accessibility as their
resources, resulting in lower
niche advantage, although
transaction and production
Figure 1. E-banking
the use of application service providers also meant continuum.
costs. Fourth, showcasing comthat smaller banks could offer many of the same sermunity activities and attracvices, in effect competing with larger banks, through tions, offering multilingual sites when appropriate,
their own unique bundling strategy. Altinkemer [1] and displaying links to sites that address local needs
discussed the growth of e-banking and how banks can provide public relations and business benefits for
are able to offer services that were formerly out- banks.
sourced or offered separately, in bundles made possiThe study bears out many of the points made by
ble by Internet technology.
many previous writers. There appear to be three
With mobility becoming more of an issue, the classes of e-banking. There are the large national
desirability of wireless services has grown [3, 5, 10]. It banks whose Web sites offer the full spectrum of
was surprising that only three of the five national online financial services but offer little in the way of
banks and none of the community banks surveyed portals to the customer’s immediate local interests or
had wireless capabilities. The tremendous growth in needs. There are the smaller community banks whose
digital cellular capabilities and use should be an indi- Web sites offer basic home banking capabilities, withcation that customers are looking to transact their out the complex financial services such as online brofinancial business in this manner as well [11].
kerage or cash management services, but do offer
Community banks, in particular, must be aware of information or links to important and interesting
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community information or specialized customer
information. Finally, there are the small community
banks that either have no Web presence whatsoever or
merely provide an electronic lobby brochure.
It appears that many smaller banks are finding
their niches in the second category, using Web portals to enable them to compete. In particular, three
of the smaller banks surveyed offered most of the
same services found at the larger banks. While none
of them offered, as yet, the range of corporate services available from the “big five,” each focused on
attracting and keeping local customers through portals that linked to information and Web sites of
importance to their particular markets. A unique
feature of the Small Bank 3 Web site was direct links
to local agricultural market information, a particularly critical information source for its agriculturally
oriented customers. It is this type of market customization to which the community banks are more
attuned, and it is here that their capabilities may be
most advantageous.

Future of E-Banking
As Figure 1 illustrates, banks will need to focus their
Internet technology strategy along this continuum.
Movement along the continuum is only toward the
upper left. This restricted movement foretells the
future of e-banking. Banks will either maintain their
positions or they will be forced, through acquisition or
merger, toward the upper-left segment of the continuum. The largest banks will continue to innovate in
bundling their services, finding new ways to offer
those services, including the use of new technologies.
Wireless communication and mobile banking will
continue to increase, making e-banking even more
ubiquitous.
There will continue to be, at least in the foreseeable
future, a need for brick-and-mortar facilities. The
current generations of customers still require, in
human terms, the personal contact provided by faceto-face contact so, while e-banking will continue to
grow and mature, customers still need to know there
is a human face behind the screen. In addition, there
are still some functions of the bank, such as cash withdrawals, safety deposit boxes, and other legal functions, which require a physical facility and personnel.
The future of e-banking depends heavily on the
future development of technology. The one certainty
is that it will continue to offer new delivery methods
for banking services. c

Implications
The implications of these findings for IT managers
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